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A b s t r a c t 

A fo rmal theory of actions and change in dy
namic systems is presented. Our formal ism is 
based on the paradigm that state transit ions 
in a system natura l ly occur while t ime passes 
by; one or more agents have the possibil i ty to 
direct the development of the system by execut
ing actions. Our theory covers concurrency of 
actions and events and includes a natura l way 
to express delayed effects and nondeterminism. 
A un i fo rm semantics for specifications of dy
namic systems is developed, which enables us 
to express solutions to problems like temporal 
pro ject ion, p lanning and postdict ion in terms 
of logical entai lment. 

1 In t roduct ion 
A common assumption under ly ing most formal theories 
of actions, such as [Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1993; Sande-
wal l , 1994], is tha t state transit ions in dynamic sys
tems only occur when some agent executes an act ion— 
otherwise the state of the system is assumed to be stable. 
As pointed out for instance in [Pollack, 1992], this view 
is often too restr ict ive if one intends to model more re
alistic scenarios where one or more autonomous agents 
act in a complex wor ld . In this paper, we present an 
al ternat ive theory of dynamic systems that is based on 
a different parad igm: State transit ions natural ly occur 
while t ime passes by. A reasoning agent might influence 
and direct the development of the system by in i t ia t ing 
actions but the system is not assumed to pause in case 
there are no expl ic i t act ions.1 

The a im of this paper is to develop a logic-oriented, 
formal theory of dynamica l ly changing worlds and the 
process of act ing in t hem. We wi l l show that our 
view provides na tura l l y two ma in characteristic features. 
First , the not ion of paral lel ism is an intr insic element 
of our theory. Th is no t ion includes the concurrent ex
ecution of actions as well as the simultaneous occur
rence of events. Second, we can easily model delayed 
effects of actions by in i t ia t ing addi t ional independent 

1A similar principle was recently introduced in [GroBe, 
1994] in the context of a modal logic approach to reasoning 
about actions. 

events which eventually tr igger a part icular effect. Th is 
is the case since parallel ism normal ly means tha t the var
ious changes dur ing a state t ransi t ion are simultaneously 
caused by several reasons. 

When specifying a dynamic system, a ma jo r challenge 
is to f ind a compact description of the under ly ing causal 
model, which defines the space of possible state changes 
in the course of t ime. Our theory includes these two 
fundamental concepts: First , the persistence assump
tion2, which enables one to state expl ic i t ly only what 
changes dur ing a single state t ransi t ion while everything 
else is impl ic i t ly assumed to remain unchanged. Sec
ond, atomic causal laws are used to state relationships 
between single cause-effect-pairs. Since usually several 
of these atomic laws apply to the current state of a dy
namic system, a combinat ion of such laws determines the 
complete t ransi t ion step. The use of atomic causal rela
tionships is especially necessary in theories which involve 
concurrency of actions and events. 

The major appl icat ion of fo rmal specifications of dy
namic systems is to address one of the fol lowing three 
problem categories: 

• In a temporal projection problem, one is interested 
in the result of executing a part icular sequence of 
actions star t ing in a part icular state of the system. 

• In a planning problem, the question is whether a 
sequence of actions, taken as a plan, can be found 
whose execution in the system results in the sat
isfaction of a given goal. Below, we w i l l i l lustrate 
that our theory enables us to formulate more general 
p lanning problems compared to the classical AI de
finit ion of p lanning. We are able to specify tha t the 
properties we strive for might be d is t r ibuted over 
several states of the system and need not necessar
i ly be satisfied in a single final state, un t i l otherwise 
required. 

• In a postdiction p rob lem 3 , one is faced w i t h a nar
rat ive which is represented by a number of obser
vations regarding a system's development dur ing a 
specific per iod. These observations are used to de
rive more in fo rmat ion about what has happened. 
Our theory generalizes former work such as [Gelfond 

2 also called frame assumption or inertia principle 
'called chronicle completion in [Sandewall, 1994] 
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and Lifschitz, 1993; Sandewall, 1994] in so far as the 
sequence of actions performed dur ing the period in 
question is not necessarily completely known. 

In the course of this paper, we wi l l give precise definitions 
of al l these three problem categories in terms of our the
ory. We w i l l i l lustrate tha t this results in a model-based 
semantics for fo rmal specifications of dynamic systems 
along w i t h part icular problem instances, which enables 
us to define solutions to such problems in terms of logical 
entai lment. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we 
define deterministic dynamic systems, where a unique 
successor state can always be determined provided the 
current state is completely known. For sake of simplic
i ty, we focus on so-called propositional dynamic systems, 
where states are described by means of a finite number 
of proposi t ional constants. We introduce the not ion of 
a logical fo rmula to describe properties of system states. 
Such a formula can be used, for instance, to specify which 
combinations of t r u t h values for the underlying proposi
t ional constants denote impossible (inconsistent) states. 
In Section 3, we define the notions of persistence as
sumpt ion and atomic causal laws; they both are funda
mental for a compact and intu i t ive specification of the 
behavior of a dynamic system. We introduce a certain 
specificity cr i ter ion in order to resolve conflicts which 
occur whenever the concurrent execution of actions or 
the simultaneous occurrence of events, respectively, has 
different effects than the serial execution. In Section 4, 
we develop a model-based semantics for specifications 
of dynamic systems and define the process of influenc
ing the development of a system by means of executing 
actions. Th is allows for a precise formalizat ion of the 
three aforementioned problem categories. In Section 5, 
we extend the basic version of our theory to nondeter-
ministic dynamic systems, where uncertainty about the 
successor state may exist even if the system's current 
state is completely known. In part icular, we argue that 
the concept of nondeterminism provides an interesting 
and reasonable solut ion to the problem of concurrently 
executed actions whose causal laws propose mutual ly ex
clusive effects: Instead of declaring such situations im
possible, which is the standard proposal in l i terature 
(e.g., [Lin and Shoham, 1992; Baral and Gelfond, 1993; 
GroBe, 1994]), we take only the disputed effects as un
certain (c.f. [Bornscheuer and Thielscher, 1994]). 

The reader should be aware of the purpose of this pa
per, which is unusual in so far as it merely consists of de
finitions rather than describing concrete results. We pro
pose a fo rmal f ramework to specify and to reason about 
dynamic systems. Thus, our intent ion is similar to the 
purpose of the topical systematic approaches [Sandewall, 
1994; Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1993], namely, to provide a 
high-level f ramework which deserves adequate proof the
ories or can be used to assess the range of applicabil i ty 
of existing approaches. A br ief discussion of this aspect 
in Section 6 concludes the paper. 

2 Specifying Dynamic Systems 
A fo rma l specification of a dynamic system consists of 
two components. Fi rst , a collection of fluents [McCarthy 
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It is of course impor tan t to take into account the pos
sibi l i ty tha t the simultaneous occurrence of two or more 
actions (or events) might have different effects than their 
separate occurrence. As an example, consider a table 
w i th a glass of water on i t . L i f t ing the table on any side 
causes the water to be spilled whereas nothing similar 
happens if it is l i f ted simultaneously on opposite sides. 
In terms of our theory, we can specify this situation by 
three causal laws, viz 

One should be aware of the fact tha t nonetheless it 
might well happen that two most specific applicable laws 
have mutual ly exclusive effects. A reasonable way to 
handle this problem wi l l be proposed and formalized be-
low, in Section 5. For the moment we assume that the 
combination of most specific causal laws never leads to 
contradictory fluent values, i.e., more formal ly, that 

(3) 

for each (consistent) state s (where L(s) is as in Defi
ni t ion 5). 

4 A M o d e l - B a s e d S e m a n t i c s 

Based on the specification of state transi t ion in a dy
namic system, we can define its behavior over a longer 
period and under the influence of one or more agents. 
To direct the development of a system, these agents are 
able to (simultaneously) execute actions. The execution 
of one or more actions in a part icular state is modeled 
by adding the corresponding set of action fluents to the 
state descriptions before applying the t ransi t ion func
t ion. Since we take action fluents as momentary, these 
are usually removed dur ing a state t ransi t ion. The fol
lowing definit ion formalizes this concept and extends it 
to the application of sequences of action sets: 

Note that some sets of actions a i might be empty, i.e., 
an agent has the possibility to pause for a moment and 
let the system act autonomously. Note further that , af
ter having executed the entire sequence of actions, the 
resulting state is not necessarily stable, i.e., the system 
might run into a l im i t cycle by oscil lating among a num
ber of states. A l though a t ransi t ion funct ion Φ should 
be designed such that no inconsistent state results f rom 
a consistent one (c.f. Definit ion 1), the process of adding 
action fluents may cause inconsistency of some state S i . 
This is the reason for the addit ional consistency require
ment above. 

E x a m p l e 4 Consider the Yale Shooting domain in the 
formalizat ion of Example 2 along w i th the causal model 
determined by the two causal laws in (1). The appl i 
cation of the sequence [Φ,{shoot}] to the in i t ia l state 
s0 = {bang, alive, loaded} yields 
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In the course of the development of a system, we can 
make observations concerning its various states. An ob
servation can be formulated as a fluent formula associ
ated w i t h a part icular t ime point . We then call a formal 
development in the sense of Def in i t ion 6 a model of an 
observation i f f the corresponding fluent formula is true 
in the corresponding state of the development: 

D e f i n i t i o n 7 Let (F, Φ) be a dynamic system. An 
expression [i]ip is called an observation if i € INo and , 
is a fluent formula. Such an observation holds in a devel
opment (p, So, (S1, ....)) i f f A model of a set 
of observations is a development in (F, Φ) where each 
element of holds. ■ 

For instance, [0]a/ive ->bullet and [3]-alive are two 
observations tha t can be formulated in our Yale Shoot
ing domain. Then , this development is a model wr t the 
causal laws in (1): 

( [{shoot}] , {alive, loaded} , 
({alive, loaded, shoot}, {alive, bang, bullet}, 0, 0,. . . ) ) 

since we have s0 = {alive, loaded} alive A ->bullet 
and S3 = Φ |= ->alive . The reader is invi ted to verify 
that not only in this development but in every model 
of the two observations above the addi t ional observation 
[l]shoot A loaded holds—hence, we are allowed to con

clude tha t a shoot act ion must have taken place and 
that the gun was necessarily loaded at the beginning.6 

In general, we define the fol lowing not ion of entai lment 
on the space of observations; 

D e f i n i t i o n 8 Let (F, Φ) be a dynamic system and 
a set of observations. _ entails an addi t ional obser
vat ion , w r i t t en holds in each 
model of ■ 

Based on this model-theoretic formal izat ion of dy
namic systems, we can classify some impor tan t and well-
known problem categories as instances given a system 
(F, Φ) , depending on what in format ion is provided: 

6 One referee raised the question whether one should in 
general assume minimal i ty of actions being performed when 
trying to f ind models for a given set of observations. A l 
though this assumption might be helpful ( i f taken as prefer
ence ordering) e.g. in case of planning problems, we definitely 
do not want to employ this criterion as a global restriction 
on the notion of a model. If, for instance, we observe the 
gun being unloaded at the beginning and being loaded after 
a while, we can conclude safely only that at least one load 
action has eventually taken place; we ought not to disregard 
the possibility that the gun has been loaded and shot wi th 
several times before, because there is nothing illogical about 
this. Besides, our definition guarantees the property of re-
stricted monotonicity [Lifschitz, 1993], which means that ad
ditional observations can never force the revision of previous 
conclusions. 

• A temporal projection problem consists of an in i 
t ia l state s0 along w i t h a sequence of sets of ac
tions p = [ a 1 , . . . , an ] . The question is to compute 
the result ing state after having applied p to s0 . 
In terms of our theory, the problem is essentially 
to find a model for the part icular set of observa
tions that describes the given in i t ia l state and ex
act ly those occurrences of action fluents which are 
determined by p, i.e., 

where Fa denotes the under ly ing action fluents. 

• A classical planning problem consists of an in i t ia l 
state s0 and a fluent formula g , called the goal. 
The question is to find a sequence of sets of ac
tions p whose appl icat ion to So yields a sequence 
of system states containing one part icular state sn 

which satisfies g . 
In terms of our theory, the problem is essentially to 
find a model for this set of observations: 

for some 

• A postdiction problem consists of a narrat ive given 
by a set of observations along w i t h a sequence 
of sets of actions p = [ a 1 ( . . ., a n ] . The question 
is to decide whether an addi t ional observation is a 
logical consequence of this scenario. 
In terms of our theory, the problem is essentially 
to decide entai lment wr t the part icular set of obser
vations that includes the given ones and describes 
exactly those occurrences of act ion fluents which are 
determined by p, i.e., 

Due to the fact tha t our theory generalizes several fo rmal 
approaches to reasoning about actions, we are able to 
formulate, for instance, more general p lanning problems 
where the in i t ia l s i tuat ion is only par t ia l ly defined and 
where the goal specification is not necessarily required 
to hold in a single state. Or, we can formulate general 
postdict ion problems where the sequence of actions is 
only incompletely specified, etc. 

5 Nondeterminism 
In this section, we extend the concepts developed so far 
to so-called nondeterministic dynamic systems. Non-
determinism occurs when uncerta inty about the succes
sor state exists even in case the current state is com
pletely known. Th is is reflected in the fo l lowing defin
i t i on , where the causal model consists of a relat ion on 
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where push-door and pull-door denote act ion fluents 
while the static fluent open describes the state of the 
door under consideration here. Now, assume three 
agents acting concurrently: The first one tries to push 
the door, the second one tries to pul l i t , and the th i rd 
agent intends to l i f t the left hand side of a table inside the 
room (c.f. (2)). Assume further tha t the door is closed 
at the moment and no water spills out of the glass sit
uated on the table, then this si tuat ion can be expressed 
by the state s = {push-door, pull-door, lift-left} . Now, 
aside f rom l1 in (2) both causal laws in (5) are applica
ble. However, the first one requires the door to be open 
in the succeeding state while the second 
one requires the contrary Hence, our 
consistency condit ion, (3), is not satisfied here. 

Most classical AI formalizations of concurrent actions, 
such as [Lin and Shoham, 1992; Baral and Gelfond, 1993; 
GroBe, 1994], declare situations like s inconsistent and, 
hence, do not allow any conclusions whatsoever about 
the successor state. Indeed it is impossible that both ac
tions push-door and pull-door are successful. However, 
in [Bornscheuer and Thielscher, 1994] we argue (in the 
context of a theory developed in [Gelfond and Lifschitz, 
1993; Baral and Gelfond, 1993]) that it is reasonable to 
draw some conclusions at least about uninvolved fluents; 
e.g., we would like to conclude that the th i rd agent is suc
cessful in l i f t ing the table, which causes the water to be 
spilled out. Preventing global inconsistency in case of 
local conflicts is the basic intention in this idea. 

The notion of nondeterminism provides us w i th the 
possibility to draw conclusions like the one jus t men
tioned. Instead of declaring the successor state of s 
as completely undefined, we take only the disputed flu-
ent(s) (here: open ) as uncertain while any other ef
fect (here: water-spills , coming f rom (2)) occurs as in 
tended. In our example, we then obtain two possible 
successor states of s , namely, {open, water-spills} and 
{water-spills}—providing us w i th the conclusion that 
water-spills is an obligatory effect of s . 

This strategy of conflict solving is integrated in the 
following definition of how to obtain the causal model in 
case of nondeterministic systems: 
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6 Summary and Outlook 
We have presented a fo rmal theory of dynamic systems 
that is based on a different paradigm compared to stan
dard approaches such as [Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1993; 
Sandewall, 1994]: State transit ions natural ly occur while 
t ime passes by—the system does not necessarily keep 
stable un t i l agents perform actions. We have i l lustrated 
that our f ramework allows for a natura l t reatment of 
concurrent actions and simultaneous events as well as 
delayed effects. Based on the underly ing specification of 
a dynamic system, we have developed a semantics for 
observations, i.e., f luent formulae associated w i th t ime 
points. We have investigated both deterministic and 
nondeterminist ic systems, and we have integrated a rea
sonable way to handle the problem of concurrent actions 
w i th mutua l l y exclusive effects. 

The purpose of this paper was to propose a general and 
un i fo rm specification language for dynamic systems in 
conjunct ion w i t h an in tu i t ive semantics. We have not yet 
tackled the question of an adequate proof theory. The 
problem of finding such a calculus and proving its sound
ness and completeness constitutes the paramount aspect 
of fu ture work. Our proposal is meant as a challenge: 
How can exist ing approaches be adopted to the k ind of 
dynamic systems being specified on the basis of our the
ory? For instance, how could a variant of the situa
t ion calculus [McCar thy and Hayes, 1969] be designed— 
called, say, state calculus—where the common successor 
state argument Re suit {a, s) is replaced by Result (s) , 
i.e., which no longer depends on the execution of some 
action? Other promis ing directions are the adapt ion of 
resource-oriented approaches to reasoning about actions 
and change [GroBe et al., 1992], dynamic logic [Harel, 
1984], or a first-order encoding fol lowing [Elkan, 1992]. 
Last but not least, though in i ts current state i t covers 
neither the s tat ic-momentary dist inct ion nor specificity 
or nondeterminism, the modal logic approach [Grofie, 
1994] should be a candidate wor th being considered since 

7Note that we are supposed to remove the set sfJ from 
Trans{V,») due to the fact that all elements in Confl(V) 
are first of all added when computing Trans(V, s) . 

it already includes the principle of taking actions as part 
of state descriptions. Conversely, our semantics provides 
a tool for a formal assessment of its range of applicabil
ity, similar to investigations carried out in [Sandewall, 
1994]. 
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